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ABSTRACT

Mathematical models of malaria-pneumonia and malaria- typhoid con-

current and co-infection have been formulated to establish the effects of

misdiagnosing pneumonia and typhoid as malaria. We performed stability

analysis on the disease-free equilibrium (DFE) and the endemic equilib-

rium. The existence of locally asymptotic stability (LAS) of the DFE is

investigated based on the reproduction number Ro. The DFE is shown

to be locally asymptotically stable. if Ro < 1 and unstable if Ro > 1. The

results show that the DFE is not globally asymptotically stable (GAS)

even when Ro < 1. Instead, backward bifurcation occurs at Ro = 1.

Backward bifurcation implies that having Ro < 1, although necessary, is

not sufficient for curtailing endemicity of the disease. The general bifur-

cation theory and the center manifold theory were applied to determine

the existence and stability of the endemic equilibrium near the threshold.

A model for accurate diagnosis and prompt treatment of pneumonia is

developed to compare the global stability of its disease-free and endemic

equilibria with that of the case of misdiagnosis. Sensitivity analysis on

both models show that the most sensitive parameter is the rate of misdi-

agnosis. For the malaria-typhoid model, the rate of becoming a carrier is

also very sensitive. A major finding of this study is that misdiagnosis of

pneumonia and typhoid leads to high endemicity of both diseases. More-

over, despite overuse of anti-malarials, misdiagnosis makes elimination of

malaria not possible. Results of this study will help health care providers

understand how misdiagnosis errors are made, reduce misdiagnosis and

improve patient care.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Infectious diseases are the most prevalent and important causes of ill

health throughout the world. However, they are more prevalent in the

developing countries, and their impact is most severe among the poor

people who have least physical and financial resources. They also have

limited or no access to integrated health care prevention tools and med-

ication [38]. Malaria, pneumonia and typhoid are the leading causes of

death among the poor in the developing countries [61].

Although malaria, pucurnouia and typhoid are caused by different 01"-

ganisms and transmitted via different mechanisms, malaria symptoms are

clinically indistinguishable from those of the other two diseases especially

at their initial stages. These diseases are associated with poverty and

individuals in the areas endemic to these diseases are at a substantial

risk of contracting at least one of them, but can also easily get multiple

infection [38].

Malaria, pneumonia and typhoid are best distinguished by correct
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diagnosis. However, some diagnosis approaches currently used to diagnose

these diseases may not be accurate [16J. The most widely used approach

is the clinical diagnosis. It is unreliable because it relies totally on the

symptoms of the disease, yet the symptoms of malaria, pneumonia and

typhoid are non-specific. Those of pneumonia and typhoid mimic those of

malaria [50J. AB a result of the diagnostic challenges, it is very common

to have patients in a region endemic with malaria like Kenya undergo

malaria treatment even if their diagnosis has not been confirmed, or their

laboratory test results show negative test to malaria" [501. This leads to

mistreatment, over treatment with anti-malaria and delays in seeking care

for those with the other fatal diseases [47, 54J.

The enormous number of people affected by misdiagnosis of pneumo-

nia and typhoid necessitates the use of mathematical modelling to gain

insight into the impact of the dynamics of misdiagnosis of pneumonia and

typhoid as malaria. The need to develop in depth mathematical models

to study the effect of misdiagnosis is further expressed in the synergistic

tendency of the increased number of carriers when typhoid is misdiag-

nosed.

,- , ~..

Using mathematical modelling we have evaluated the impact of misdi-

agnosis and treatment of symptoms of malaria using anti-malarial drugs

[49]. The mathematical models help in building a positive perspective

towards the use of diagnostic tests before prescribing and dispensing of

anti-malarial drugs. The true cases of malaria will then be correctly

treated, hence reducing misuse of anti-malarials and the rapid spreading
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of resistance to anti-malarials which is threatening the ability to treat

malaria effectively in nearly all the malaria endemic regions of the globe.

At the same time people with alternative diagnoses especially pneumonia

or typhoid, both of which are potentially fatal, will be better targeted

with the appropriate treatment without delays.

We have developed mathematical models through ordinary differential

equations and used them to study the impact of misdiagnosis on the

dynamics of malaria concurrent and co-infection with pneumonia and
, ..' )" ..~.-

typhoid.

1.1 Background of the Study
.':'.' "

Despite the existence of other diseases that share similar symptomatol-

ogy as malaria and are even more fatal, anti- malarials are used within an

environment that is characterized by a great degree of lack of concern [5].

This casual manner of use is largely as a result of many years of surpris-

ingly successful use of the most common anti- malaria drugs particularly .

chloroquine (CQ) [5]. In many situations practices that could best be de-

scribed as misuse of drugs is routine, and in some cases, institutionalized

and promoted [5, 60, 14].

Over the years of treatment of malaria, there have been few interven-

tions to ensure proper tests of malaria are done before malarial drugs are

used [50]. Both CQ and sulfadoxine pyrimethamine (SP) were inexpen-

sive, making it more cost effective to treat malaria presumptively rather
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than to attempt to get the microscopic confirmation, especially when the

diagnostic equipment is unavailable within the easily accessible health

centres [5]. In particular the readily use of anti- malarial drugs in Kenya

is quite different from that of other drugs, due to the high prevalence and

intensity of malaria cases. In areas of intense transmission, anti- malarial

drugs are readily given to treat fevers and headaches, even in the absence

of malaria [39]. The practice of assuming that symptoms similar to those

of malaria, are as a result of malaria infection is very common and is a

major health concern '[5'i(' Research findings show that many illnesses

including malaria are treated without laboratory tests [24J. This prac-

tice has resulted in patterns such as overuse, underuse, irregular use or

misuse of anti- malarial medicines and deaths due to the other common

infections, which could have been prevented [2~,,51l

In the health facilities, there is a lot of reliance on clinical diagnosis

rather than diagnostic tests. The use of familiar symptoms like headache

and fever to diagnose malaria leads to misdiagnosis of other diseases

with similar symptoms for example pneumonia and typhoid. These non-

malarial diseases have high mortalities in Kenya, and their mortality rates

increase with delays caused by wrong diagnosis, and their endemicity also

rises. Studies have shown that a physician's clinical diagnosis is 50% cor-

rect in high malarial season and 10% in the low season [43]. A substantial

number, sometimes the majority of those treated for malaria are not ac-

tually infected with malaria parasites, or they may be co-infected with

pneumonia or typhoid. Apart from threatening the lives of the people who
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are not infected with malaria, over diagnosis of malaria leads to overuse

of anti-malarials. This potentially increases the risk of spread of drug

resistant malaria.

Treatment of individuals with malaria like symptoms with anti-malarials

regardless of their malaria infection status is also a common practice in

home management of fevers and other common malarial symptoms [51].

The patterns of use of anti- malarial include self prescription, sharing of

drugs with friends and relatives and premature discontinuation of treat-
t ..•• J ••• ~ ••• '

ment course [24]. Patients perception of disease symptoms as minor, or

their thinking that they are sufficiently familiar with the disease and how

to treat it, makes them believe they do not need to visit a health facility

and therefore avoid the inconvenience and cost of doing that. Help is usu-

ally sought from commercial pharmacists, retail shops or licensed [14]and

unlicensed drug sellers [57]. Such informal treatment increases the risk of

incorrect dosage, incorrect treatment awl reactions of different medicines

which have a negative impact on the body. Most patients reporting at the

health facilities would have initially gone through home-based treatment

or local drug shops. Thus seeking health care from practitioners may be

due to severe or recurrent episodes of the symptoms [24].

Misdiagnosis threatens the lives of people infected with other diseases.

The clinical manifestations of malaria which are associated with fever,

headache, shivering, dehydration and body aches are manifested by many

other diseases and unless a test for parasites is done well, the patient may

be misdiagnosed. Many of these diseases if not treated in time, are fa-
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tal, and death occur in 10% - 30% of untreated cases of pneumonia and

typhoid infections. There has been high risk of a patient dying due to

severe pneumonia and typhoid disease because of the focus on malaria

[20]. There is also a waste of malaria expensive drugs on patients not

infected with malaria parasites. The high levels of morbidity and mortal-

ity thus underscores the importance of mathematical modelling to gain

insight into the dynamics of misdiagnosis, and to determine the effective

control strategies.

1.2 Malaria, Pneumonia and Typhoid

1.2.1 Malaria

Malaria is a parasitic infection which is common in the tropics. Four

species of the parasite namely plasmodium Ialciparum, plasmodium vivax,

plasmodium ovale and plasmodium malariae infect humans. Plasmodium

falciparum causes the most serious illness and is the most widespread in

the tropics. Malaria disease affects 300 - 500 million people yearly in the

sub-Saharan Africa and it is estimated that about 1.5 - 3 million people,

mostly non-immune die of malaria every year [63]. In Kenya malaria' . '

accounts for 19% of hospital admissions, 30% of all outpatient visits, and

an estimated 20% of all deaths in children less than 5 years of age [13].

Tnrecent. years t.he disease has been subjected to massive control efforts

[631 with varying degrees of success. However, the disease has resurged

in many parts of Kenya especially Nyanza region, Rift valley and central
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Kenya.

Problems of both treatment and control of malaria are more com-

plex and intractable today than ever before. The increasing problems of

drug resistance of the parasite and insecticide resistance of vectors makes

the disease continue to be a heavy burden on tropical communities and

the governments. The parasites are transmitted indirectly from human

to human by the bite of the infectious female mosquitoes of the genus

anopheles. Following the mosquito bite there is an incubation period of

7-14 days. The patient then develops headache, fever, malaise, fever with

rigors, sweating mylagia (muscle pains), shivering and vomiting. Some

patients have diarrhea and cough due to secondary bacterial infection. In

severe untreated cases there is dehydration anemia, jaundice and coma.

1.2.2 Pneumonia

Pneumonia has been recognized for many centuries since the fourth cen-

tury Be when peri-pneumonia was described by Hippocrates [59, 1].

Pneumonia is caused by various bacterial species, mycoplasmas, chlamy-

diae, rickettsiae, parasites and fungi [17J. It is an infection which primarily

affects the lungs but can spread to other parts of the body through the

blood system. It is a major killer of children and the aged, and HIV

infected patients in the developing world. Studies done in the developing

.world have shown that it accounts for 25% - 50% of admission in the

hospital [16J. It causes 4 - 5 million deaths of children yearly.
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In Kenya pneumonia is the most common cause of hospital attendance

for both adults and children [33]. Prompt recognition and treatment with

an effective drug is crucial as the case-fatality rate is high. It is estimated

that 20% - 30% of the pneumonia patients die each year [33] and death

can occur after three days of illness. It is spread from person to person by

inhalation of droplets from an infected person and has a short incubation

period of 3 - 7 days. The symptoms are sudden and fatal if not attended

to immediately, and death can occur after three days of illness. Xincty five

percent of episodes of pneumonia occur in developing countries [54]. The

symptoms of the disease include cough with or without rigors, headache,

fever, shivering, malaise and chest pains that are worse on breathing.

Malaria and pneumonia are the leading causes of mortality especially

among children in the malaria endemic areas in Kenya. Malaria and

pneumonia often present similarly and the two diseases are easily con-

fused. More often than not a patient presenting fever, headache and mus-

cle pains is given anti-malarials without ascertaining the exact cause of

those symptoms. Those infected with both pneumonia and malaria often

have symptom overlap which would otherwise necessitate dual treatment

with both anti-malarials and antibiotics if proper tests were done [27, 29].

However most interventions usually target' single disease, malaria, thus

risking increased incidences of pneumonia [29]. There are always delays

in establishing the correct diagnosis as a result of the clinical status, thus

accounting for the high morbidity and mortality due to pneumonia.

Untreated pneumonia can lead to widespread infection with meningitis,
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kidney abscess and bacterial infection of the heart. Many models on co-

infection of malaria and pneumonia have been developed but none has

ever been developed on misdiagnosis of pneumonia as malaria in malaria-

pneumonia concurrent and co-infection. Yet due to the similarity of the

symptoms of malaria and pneumonia, misdiagnosis of pneumonia is ram-

pant, hence pneumonia is a major killer in this combination.

1.2.3 Typhoid

Typhoid fever is among the endemic diseases in the tropics and is asso-

ciated with poverty and under development, with an estimated 12 to 33

million cases occurring annually [22]. The etiological agent of typhoid

is salmonella typhi. Human beings are the only reservoir and host for

typhoid fever and is transmitted by faecal contaminated water and food

in endemic areas [47J. The bacteria can survive for weeks in water or

dried sewage. Most cases occur in places with rapid population growth,

increased urbanization and rural areas where there is limited safe water

supply, poor sanitation and infrastructure, and limited health systems, as

. is evident in some parts of Kenya.

The first typical manifestations of typhoid which are fever, headache,

abdominal pain, splenomegaly and leukopenia are similar to those of

malaria [10]. In untreated cases, the rate of mortality is estimated to

be between 12% and 30% and several complications such as hemorrhage,

intestinal perforation, heart failure, pneumonia, meningitis may occur.

When appropriate typhoid fever treatment is started early, the mortality
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rate is under one percent and few complications occur [59]. Incubation

period is 3 - 60 days. Typhoid can kill in 4 - 7 days, and most of the

time several months are necessary for a patient to recover and be able to

work effectively again.

Some people get infected but show no symptoms and thus go unrecog-

nized. These patients become asymptomatic long term carriers showing

no symptoms but capable of infecting others (Typhoid Mary) [17]. These

chronic carriers may be the source of new outbreaks of typhoid for many
\ .....~,

years. Among the untreated symptomatic individuals, 2% - 5% become

chronic carriers [66]. In this study we have developed a model for the dy-

namics of misdiagnosis of typhoid as malaria to help gain insight of high

transmissions and mortality rates that arise due to the delays caused by

wrong diagnosis and inappropriate treatment of Typhoid.

Despite the availability of the above information, the epidemiological

trends for the prevalence and incidence of each disease considered in the

misdiagnosis remains unclear. No attention has ever been paid or any

emphasis laid on the parameter(s) that makes it impossible to reduce

transmission of these diseases to low levels or, to completely eliminate

them. There is a lot mentioned about controlling or complete elimination,
-.'., .

but "how do we sustain particularly the disease-free equilibrium?". No

measurement of the level of disease transmission in relation to R < 1

is provided to show whether the disease is decreasing or increasing in

incidence. The diagnostic technique commonly used is mostly the simple

malaria test. Generally no attention is given to any other infection that
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could have similar symptoms to those of malaria.

1.3 Statement of the problem

,' ...

For many years now, much has been done towards treatment, control and

complete elimination of malaria. Many control programmes have been set

up to promote ellective treatruent, of malaria, and auti-rnalarials have been

made readily available and accessible for treating malaria cases. Yet there

is still very high morbidity and mortality rates due to fever cases. This

means cases of pneumonia and typhoid which also cause fever are being

treated as malaria. Despite the availability of effective and affordable

antibiotics.the epidemiological trend of these diseases is not consistent.

Notably, there is continued rise in the transmission and prevalence of

pneumonia and typhoid, and no reason has been described to explain the

scenario. Suffice it to note that cases of malaria resurgence are also still

common despite over use of anti-malarial medicines. This therefore means

misdiagnosis of pneumonia and typhoid as malaria, Hence delay in giving

appropriate treatment as suggested by studies that showed higher cases

of transmission and fatality rates among non- malarial fevers compared

to malarial fevers [50].

Given that pneumonia and typhoid are still leading killers in Kenya,

, the misdiagnosed patients have substantial public health importance which

calls for bifurcation analysis to find ont the actual impact of misdiagnosis

on the transmission and prevalence of these diseases. Bifurcation analysis

11
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is used to prove the existence or none existence of the stable equilibrium

states.

Only one out five health care givers knows the danger signs of pneumo-

nia and typhoid [61]. When diagnostic facilities are available, clinicians

respond to negative tests by ignoring them and half or more of those with

negative test results are still treated for malaria [24, 50]. There is no

robust clinical algorithm about what should be followed when the tests

are negative.

Several mathematical models have been developed on transmission

and spread of malaria starting with Ross' models [53]. A few models

have been developed on presumptive treatment of malaria but all these

models concentrate on the impact of intermittent presumptive treatment

(IPT) and are used to depict its positive impact only. In this study

we have developed Mathematical models through ordinary differential

equations (ODE) to predict the impact of misdiagnosis and treatment on

the dynamics of malaria concurrent and co-infection with other common

diseases with similar symptoms.

1.4 Objectives of the study

The general objective of the research is to develop mathematical models

t.hat can be used to st.udy the adverse effects of misdiagnosis and treat-

ment of other common malaria concurrent and co-infections that are fatal

to human beings.

12
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The specific objectives of this research are:

(i) To investigate the observed epidemiological trends for the prevalence

and incidence of each disease considered in the misdiagnosis.

(ii) To investigate backward bifurcation in any of the concurrent and

co-infections by analysing the various models.

(iii) To determine if there is a possibility anIle' stable disease-freeequi-

librium coexisting with a stable endemic equilibrium when the re-

production number is less than one.

1.5 Scope of the Study

The study was carried out in Kenya Africa and the study station was

Maseno University, Kenya, Africa. The required information and data

about malaria and the other related diseases were obtained from the gov-

ernment district and provincial hospitals, health centers and Kenya Med-

ical Research Institute (KEMRI).
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1.6 Expected outcomes and the research im-

pact

(i) The models constructed will give insight into the impact of the dy-

namics and effects of misdiagnosis of other infectious diseases that

share similar symptoms with malaria.

(ii) The results of the study are relevant and valuable to all stake hold-

ers in the health syst~w..and more importantly to the health care

providers who are going to understand how misdiagnosis errors are

made, reduce misdiagnosis and improve patient care.
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Chapter 2

Literature review

2.1. Introduction

A multitude of factors have been found to lead to presumptive treatment

and these affect various levels at which.drugs are handled. Research stud-.......

ies conducted by International health organizations such as World Health

Organization (WHO) reveal that factors such as knowledge, attitudes and

practice. within the community, economic status and promotional prac-

tices contribute towards presumptive treatment leading to inappropriate

drug use [62]. Mathematical models have been used to provide an explicit

understanding of malaria and other infectious diseases transmission dy-

narnics in human for over 100 years. The recent near success of malaria

control programs have shown that models can make great pragmatic con-

tribution to intervention programs especially if the modelling is integrated

into the overall program.
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2.2 Modelling single diseases

Malaria was one of the first infections to which the use of mathematical

modelling was applied. An initial model that provided the first accurate

representations of the origins of the disease was developed in early 1890s

by Ross [52]. While working at the Indian Medical Service, he developed

a simple model now known as "the classical Ross model" which explained

the relationship between the number of mosquitoes and the incidence of

'''''-malaria in humans. In 1911 he went ahead to provide quantitative un-

derstanding of the dynamics of malaria transmission by creating a model

that consisted of a few differential equations to describe the changes in

densities of susceptible and infected mosquitoes. He introduced the con-

cept of threshold density. ~epending on biological factors such as the biting

rate and vectorial capacity. He concluded that "in order to counteract

malaria any where, we need not banish anopheles mosquitoes completely,

the numbers need only to be reduced below a certain figure, and that

control programs that integrate vector reduction, drug treatment and

personal protection are likely to succeed than a mono directed program" .

Major extensions on Ross' models were described by Macdonald, He

showed that at equilibrium the weakest link in the chain of transmission

of malaria is the survivorship of the female anopheles mosquito [36]. Mac-

donald analyzed several factors contributing to malaria transmission and

his model suggested that reducing the number of mosquitoes is an inef-

Iicient control strategy that would have little effect on the epidemiology

of malaria in areas of intense transmission [36]. He came up with the
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followingmodel

(2.2.1)

where r is the per capita rate of recovery in humans such that'!' is the
T

duration of the disease in humans, J.t is the per capita rate of mortality

in mosquitoes, ~ is the life expectancy of mosquitoes, m is the number

of mosquitoes per human host, a. is the rate of biting on human by a

single mosquito (number of bites per unit time), b is the proportion of

infected bites on human that produce an infection, c is the transmission

efficiency from human to mosquito. Railey and Aron et al [:1, 4] t.ook into

account that acquired immunity to malaria depends on exposure and that

immunity is boosted by additional infections.

By 1970s Molineaux et al developed a more sophisticated malaria

transmission model at Gorki in Nigeria [41]. Halloran et al in 1980 explic-

itly considered the population level effects of potential specific vaccines on

malaria transmission control [41]. In 1991 Koellaet al [30] incorporated

the importance of immunity and age structure of the human community

in the malaria model. Further work on acquired immunity in malaria was

conducted by Aron et al and Bailey [3, 4].

Much has been done on modelling the dynamics of pneumonia and

that of typhoid. Siato [56] modelled the dynamics of pneumonia trans-

mission in a given population. Pitt [48] worked on a simple model for

treating childhood pneumonia in hard-to-reach areas to estimate the ef-

17
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fectiveness of mobile clinics and fixed community-based health services.

Ernaline [16]in his dissertation worked on a model to help in understand-

ing of transmission dynamics of pneumonia in the presence of vaccination

and treatment [16]. Cvjetanovic [11] developed epidemiological model of

typhoid with age structure added to the population dynamics so that the

dynamics of the disease in specific age groups could be studied and the ef-

fect of interventions in these groups analyzed. More work on typhoid has

been done by Guzman [21]on direct and indirect transmission of typhoid

fever, malaria, pneumonia and tuberculosis, demographic and geographic

distribution, more so in Kenya.

2.3 Co-infections

Incidences of co-infection of malaria and any of the infectious diseases

are common. Thus deterministic model of malaria and tuberculosis co-

dynamics [55] was developed by Rwezaura et al to determine whether

the two diseases will co-exist whenever their reproduction numbers ex-

ceed unity. Several other malaria co-infection models have been devel-

oped. Malaria-Hl V co-infection model was developed by Nannyonga and

Mugisha in 2011 in which they showed that both diseases co-exist if preva-

lence of one is low and that of the other is high. This idea had also been ar-

ticulated by Bhunu and Mukandavire in their HIV/ AIDS and tuberculosis

co-infection model in which they incorporated antiretroviral therapy for

the AIDS cases and treatment of latent forms of TB. Malaria-Rotavirus
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and malaria-pneumonia among children were formulated by Lawi et al

[33]in 2011. He deduced that reduction in malaria cases through prompt

treatment reduces the number of new co-infections. In 2011 a model on

the potential impact of IPT on malaria was developed by Prudhomme et

al [49]. The model was used to predict the spread of resistant parasites

in low and high transmission areas. The epidemiological impact of IPT

against malaria in infants [1]was modeled by Amanda et al.

Most of the mathematical models discussed above are single disease

models used to describe their transmission dynamics. While those on

co-infection are based on the interaction of the diseases, their prevalence

and their progress over time. None of the infection models consider the
I

similarity of their symptoms and hence the misdiagnosis of one of the

diseases on the dynamics of the other. This study therefore develops

mathematical models on the impact of misdiagnosis and treatment on

the dynamics of malaria concurrent and co-infection with pneumonia and

typhoid.

..' - '
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Chapter 3

A Model for Misdiagnosis of

Pneumonia as Malaria

3.1 Introduction

Pneumonia and malaria, the two leading causes of morbidity and mor-

tality among Kenyans [16], often have overlapping clinical manifesta-

tions. Both of these diseases can be treated if diagnosed early, pneu-

monia with antibiotics and malaria with artemisinin-based combination

therapy. However, because pneumonia presents with similar symptoms

as malaria, many people are treated inappropriately with anti-malaria

drugs [50J. This .misdiagnosis is worrying because giving anti-malaria

drugs to people with pneumonia delays their treatment with more appro-

priate drugs, increases morbidity and mortality rates due to pneumonia,

and the increased risk of drug resistant malaria emerges. We develop a

pneumonia-malaria model to investigate the effect of the dynamics of mis-

diagnosing pneumonia as malaria. We focus on the transmission trends

20



of the two diseases on the incidence of pneumonia misdiagnosis.

3.2 Model Description and Formulation

The model subdivides the total human population NH(t) and the total

vector population Nv(t) into various components depending on their dis-

ease status. At time t there are SH(t) and Sv{t) susceptible humans and

mosquitoes respectively, individuals infected with malaria ht(t), those

infected with pneumonia but are not misdiagnosed Jp(t) and h,IP(t) are

\' ..' J,_'.-

the human population who are dually infected with both malaria and

pneumonia, Jv(t) are the infectious mosquitoes and Jd(t) are the indi-

viduals with pneumonia but have been misdiagnosed as having malaria.

The model assumes no partial recovery for both diseases in human and

mosquito. NI1(t) = Sl1(t) + JM(t) + [Ml'(t) + [d(t) + Jr.(t) and Nv(t)

= Sv(t) + fv-(t) are respectively the total human and vector populations

at time t. The recruitment rate into susceptible humans and mosquito

are AH and Av respectively. Susceptible humans become infectious with

malaria and pneumonia at rates AM and AP respectively, while mosquitoes

become infectious at rate AV. Individuals in the human population expe-

..rience natural death rate of J.LH and similarly the mosquito natural death

rate is J.Lv. The proportion of the total number of bites that is infec-

tious to humans is f:vW). Let a be the per capita biting rate of mosquito,

the number of potentially infectious bites to susceptible humans is ~;m.
However the probability that a bite by an infected mosquito on a S11S-
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ceptible human will transfer the infection to human is c, thus susceptible

humans acquire malaria at a rate;

A _ aclll(t)
lvf - NJ1(t) (3.2.1)

Similarly susceptible individuals acquire pneumonia infection at the rate

A _ (3(1p(L) + 'tjJld(L) + alMp(L))
p - N,.,(t) (3.2.2)

\, •• ,1 .•••• ' ••

where f3 is the effective contact rate associated with pneumonia infection

and the modification parameter 1) accounts for the risk of infectiousness

of individuals in Jd(t) , while a accounts for very high infectiousness in

the double infected individuals JMP(t) whose pneumonia has been mis-

diagnosed. Voledefine the force of infection .of susceptible mosquito by

infected human as
AF = 13a(IM(t) + 'ifJMP(t))

NH(t)
(3.2.3)

where 'I~is the transmission probability for mosquito infection, 'if is uiodifi-

cation parameter accounting for increased likelihood of infection of vectors

by the highly infectious dually infected individuals. Malaria infectious hu-

mans recover at a rate of if (without regaining immunity) to join the sus-

ceptible class. Humans with pneumonia that are misdiagnosed progress

to Jd(t) class at rate of p. All malaria only infected individuals JM(t) and

pneumonia only infected individuals Jp(L) suffer disease induced death at

the rate iSM and Jp respectively. However individuals in Jd(t) class suf-

fer disease induced death at rate 'GJJ p where 'GJ accounts for the increased
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mortality due to prolonged time taken without the accurate diagnosis and

right treatment. Individuals in fd(t) class acquire malaria infection at a

rate 'YAM where the parameter: accounts for increased rate of acquiring

malaria due to the reduced immunity caused by prolonged stay with pneu-

monia. When pneumonia is misdiagnosed as malaria, the patient is given

anti-malaria, pneumonia bacteria continue multiplying and the body de-

fense system weakens and leads to easy infection by other parasites or

death. In case the pneumonia infected person gets infected with malaria,

the body weakens faster and the rate of death in~i~~es. Hence individ-

uals in I.V1P(t) class suffer disease induced death rate of (h5MP, where e
accounts for accelerated deaths by malaria and pneumonia together. We

assume that individuals in I.w(t) class are treated with anti-malaria and

do not geLdoubly infected with pneumonia. From the above definitions

and explanations we have the following model of malaria and pneumonia

concurrent and co-infection.
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dSH(t)
dt

dIAf(t)
dt

dJ,,(t)
dt

dld(t)
dt

dh,·fP(t)
Ill.

dSv(t)
dL

dlv(t)
dt

MASENO UNIVERSITY
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(3.2.4)

~()..Mld(t) - ~l;....fP(t) - 6fJMpIMP(t) - J!HIMp(t)

= Av - J!vs,.,.(t) - 'X~S'dt)

. --,' ...•

3.3 Analysis of the Model
...•.. ,-'

Based on the fact that model 3.2.4 monitors living populations, all the

state variables and parameters are assumed to be nonnegative, V t ~ O.

is positively invariant domain, and thus, the model is epidemiologically

and mathematically well posed. Solutions of the model remain positive

for all the time t ~ 0 and are unifonnly bounded in fl. Thus we find it

sufficient to consider the dynamics of the model (3.2.4) in this positively

invariant domain fl.

Lemma 3.1. Let the initiaL data be
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Then the solution set (SH(O), SL(O) > 0, (IM(t) , [MP(t), [d(t), [}J(t) , lv(t))

of model (3.2.4) is positive for all t 2: 0, Rsoezaura ei al [55}

3.3.1 Local stability of the disease-free equilibrium

In the absence of disease with all the infective classes set to zero the

disease-free equilibrium of the system 3.2.4 denoted by DO is given by
0_ •...".'. d _ !YI. ~

D - (SH(t),!M(t), Ip(t),! (z). hfP(t),Sv(t), Iv(t)) - (JLH'O,O,O,O, I'V,O)

and the local behaviour of the system at or near the DFE is determined

based on the threshold parameter, the basic reproduction number 11.0 [12],

and in calculating Ro we use the next generation method [15] and the ma-

trices F and V associated with the, next ge!.1~Fationmethod are as given

below.

o 0 0 o ac

F=
° f3 f31/J Bo 0

o 0 0

° 0 0

o 0

° °

and V =

t9cQ 0 0 t9cQ 0

rl 0 0 0 0

o r4 0 0 0

o -p r5 -( 0

o 0 ° r3 0

° 0 0 0 J.LV
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T4 = p + Op + JlH, T5='WOp + JlH, T6 = h» + op + JlH, Q = ~H;~' The

eigenvaluesofthe matrix PV-1 are 0, 0, ± c2afJAvPH and 3 +
l,tAH(JM+IJ'H+?) fjp+/"H+P

(dP+I'H-0,1iI'H+W,sP) The reproduction number for pneumonia RIA p which

is the spectral radius of matrix FV-l is given by RMP = max{RM' Rp}.

The spectral radius is the maximum of the absolute values of the eigen-

valuesof the square matrix FV-l. Due to the high rates of misdiagnosing

pneumonia, reproduction number for pneumonia is likely to be higher and

therefore 'hIP is the spectral radius. Thus
, ..' J,_'.,

c?afJAVJ1H fJ fJp1/J}RM P = max{ +----'---'--'-------
J1~AH(OU + J1H + q)' op + J1H + P (op + J1H + p)(J1H + 'Wop)

(3.3.1)

where ',' ,

RM the reproduction number for malaria gives the average number of . _

secondary malaria infectious cases produced by a malaria infectious indi-

vidual during her /his infectious period when introduced in a completely

malaria susceptible population. Likewise Rup gives the average number .,00;'

of new infections generated by a single pneumonia infected individual in

a fully susceptible population [15J. The disease free equilibrium DO of

the model (3,2.4) is locally asymptotically stable (LAS) if R},{p < 1 and

unstable if R.M p > 1.
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3.3.2 Global stability of the disease-free equilibrium

Let IlS consider a situation where the anti-malarials are in use such that

most malaria infections are treated hence the possibility of global stability

at DFE for a situation where there is continued misdiagnosis of pneumonia

infection but a supposedly more controlled malaria is analyzed. In the

study of the global behaviour of the model (3.2.4) we use the theorem by

Castillo-chavez et al [7]. The model (3.2.4) is re-written as

dX
dt
£17-
dt

= W(X;Z),

M(X, Z), M(X,O) = ° (3.3.2)

where X = (S TT , Sv) E lR~ denotes the number of uninfected individuals

while Z =;01\1', Ip,Id,IMP, Iv) E lR~ denotes the number of infected

individuals. The disease-free equilibrium is denoted by DO = (X', 0).

. AH Av
where X* = (-, -)

IJ'H It V
(3.3.3)

The conditions in (3.3.4) must be met to guarantee a local asymptotic

stability:
".' ."

dX
dt

M(X,h) =

l.v(X, 0), X· is globally asymptotically stable (GAS)

,1h - M(X, h), M(X, h) ~ °for (X, h) E n (3.3.'1)

where A = D,)vf(X*,O) is an .l\1-matrix (the off-diagonal elements of A

are non-negative). If the system (3.3.2) satisfies the conditions of (3.3.4)
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then the theorem below holds.

Theorem 3.2. The fixed point DO = (X', 0) is a gLobally asymptotically

stable equilibrium of system (3.3.2) if RMP < 1 and if the assumptions in

(3.3.4) an; .'ilLtis/ied. CIl.'itillo-c/w.va ct. ill /7/.

Proof. Consider

and

M(X Z) = AZ - M(X, Z)

where

-rl 0 0 0 ae

0 T2 f31jJ f3a 0

A= 0 P -r4 ~ 0

0 0 0 -'''3: 0

de 0 0 ·tJq '. -J.Lv

and

M1(X, Z)

'fh(X, Z)

M(X, Z) = M3(X, Z)

M4(X, Z)
Ms(X, 7,)

acIv(t)(J. ~. ~~~~~)

f3(Ip(t) + w(Td(t)) + aIMp(t)(I- ~:~:~))

"fAMld(t)

-iAMld(t)

I~C(lM(l) + 7r 1Mp(l))(1 - ,~:~~~)

Thus M., lV;,~, M;, > 0, but KL < O. The conditions in (3.3.4) are
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not satisfied: since M(X, Z) < 0 and hence DO may not be globally

asymptotically stable 0

In the case of the misdiagnosed pneumonia, the DFE may not be

globally asymptotically stable in the invariant region due to possible oc-

currence of backward bifurcation at RMP = 1 [18J. And particularly in a

case like this where there is sufficiently large disease induced death rate

[7]because of untreated pneumonia.

3.4 Endemic Equilibrium and Stability anal-
.

YSIS

We employ the Center Manifold theorem [6, 7J

Theorem 3.3. Consider the following general system of ordinary differ-

ential equations with a parameter rJ

Where 0 is an equilibrium point for system (3.2.4) for all values of the

parameter 'fl, that is .r(0,1/) == 0 and .

1. G = Dxf(O,O) = (~(O, 0)) is the linearization matrix of the system

around the equilibrium point 0 with 7} evaluated at 0;
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2. Zero is a simple eigenvalue of G and all other eigenvalues of G have

negative real parts;

3. Matrix G has a right eigenvector U' and a left eigenvector v corre-

sponding to the zero eigenvalue.

Let Jk be the kth component of J and

r

then, the local dynamics of the system around the equilibrium point 0 is

entirely determined by the sign of {/ and I", and especially if o: > 0 and

I" > 0 then a backward bifurcation occurs. Particularhj when:

1, r > 0, ([ > 0, when PH < 0 with IpHI « 1, (0,0) is locally asymp-

totically stable and ther-e exists a positive unstable equilibrium; when

o < PB « 1, (0,0) is unstable and there exists a negative and locally

asymptotically stable equilibrium.
'.' .,'

2. r < 0, g- < 0, when PB < 0 with IpBI « 1, (0,0) is unstable;

when 0 < PR « 1, (0,0) is asymptotically stable and there exists a

positive unstable equilibrium,

3. Z" > 0, [/ < 0, when PB < 0 with IpBI « 1, (0,0) is unstable, and

there exists a negative and locally asymptotically stable equilibrium;
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Ihl

dt
dX2

dt
'. dX3

ill.

dX4

dt
dxs
dt

Ih6

dt
dx7

dt

when ° < PB « 1, (0,0) is stable and there exists a positive unstable

equilibrium.

4. Z- < 0, (/ > 0, when PB changes from negative to positive, (0,0)

changes its stability from stable to unstable. Correspondingly a neg-

ative equilibrium becomes positive and locally asumptoticallsj stable.

To apply the Center Manifold approach we make the following variable

changes. Let SH(t) = Xl, hJ(l) = X2, Jp(L) = X3,1'1(L) = X4: l,11,lP(L) =

Is, Sv(t) = x6,lv(t) = X7 and thus NlJ(t) = Xl + X2 + X3 + X4 + X5
~..' ....•....•..

and M" = X6 + X7' We can therefore re-write the model system 3.2.4

in the form ~ = F(x) where X = (Xl,X2,X3:X4,X5,X6,X7) and F =

(3.4.1)
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The Jacobian of the system 3.4.1 at disease free equilibrium is got by

differentiating Ii with respect to T.i at DFE, where i = 1...7 and is given

by

-j.LH q fJ -fJ1/J -fJt5 0 -ac

0 -Tl 0 0 0 0 ac

0 0 r2 Bip fJa 0 0

0 0 {J -'("4 ~ 0 0

0 0 0 0 -T3 0 0

0 -oa; 0 0 -79cyQ -j.Lv 0 •..........'.-

0 1JcQ 0 0 79cyQ 0 -j.Lv

From which it can be shown that the basic reproduction number cal-

culated using the next generation matrix method by Driessche et al[15]

is
R _ fJ(j.LH + 1bJAIp + p'ljJ)

MP - (fJp + JIB + {))(/lB + wfJp)
(3.4.2)

Taking {J = PB as a bifurcation parameter, then we can solve for {J from

RMI' = 1 which is also the bifurcation point and get

(3.4.3)

We can show that the Jacobian of the system has a right eigenvector
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WI
1iJ2(ac1'JQ) - q (1/J p·iI + f31/J)f3W3

Jiv 1/JJil
W2 11..'2> 0

11'3
-fN)W4

r2
f3W3

W4 r4
W5 0

1'JcQW2
W6 ' .....•..• ,' ..

flV

1'JCQW2
W7

Jiv

. ':',' ...

VI 0

V2 V2 > 0

PV4'V3
r2

r2'V3
V4

P
(~r2 - f3Wp)V4 ac1'JQV2

'l!5 +r2r3 JiV
V6 0

aCV2
V7

JiV

After some manipulation involving the evaluation of the associated non-
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vanishing partial derivatives of f it can be shown from

r/ =

r

that

r = W3(V3 + 'I/-V4) > 0
, ••• J ..•••• ' ••

(3.4.4)

and

(3.4.5)

thus g* > 0 and l* > 0 and the following result is ascertained

Theorem 3.4. If g* and r satisfy the inequalities given in (3.4.4) and

(3.4.5) then, the model (3.2.4) undergoes a backward bifurcation that oc-

curs at RMP = 1

3.4.1 Sensitivity Analysis

We perform sensitivity analysis in order to determine the parameters

which have high impact on RMP that should be targeted for intervention

strategies. In order to determine how best to reduce human mortality

and morbidity due to pneumonia, it is necessary to know the relative im-

portance of the different factors responsible for its spread and prevalence.

The sensitivity indices of the reproduction number are computed using
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the approach by Chitnis et al [8]M follows:

(3.4.6)

to each of the parameters fJp, 'Ij),/J,W. For example the sensitivity index

lRMP of Rw' to the parameter p is given by

lR.wp = 8RMP_p_ = pr4r5lnr4 + t
, ..·iJp RMP r5 + PV

(3.4.7)

Similarly we compute sensitivity indices of the reproduction number RMP

to the parameters tip, 1/) and UJ, and compare the results to Iind out lLe

most sensitive parameter. The sensitivity indices to the parameters and

the values of the respective parameters used are &v~n'in Table 1

Table 1: Sensitivity indices

parameters value reference sensitivity index

fJp 7.8335 x 1O~4day-l [61] -4.938 x 10-4

l/J 0.00021 day"! Assumed 2.0785 x 10-4

{J 0.08 day 1 [16] 1.9255 x 10 1

UJ 1.00005day-l [16] -1.6006 x 10-5

The moot sensitive parameter is the misdiagnosis rate fl. This suggests

that correct diagnosis in treatment of pneumonia has positive impact in
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controlling pneumonia in the community. Reducing the rate of misdiagno-

sis through laboratory tests would have the largest effect UIl pneumonia

transmission. It can also be noted that the moment p increases or de-

creases, 'I/J also increases or decreases considerably.

3.5 A case of prompt and accurate diagno-

sis'of pneumonia, p ~ 0

3.5.1 Local Stability of Disease-Free Equilibrium

After analyzing the model system of misdiagnosis it is in order to gain
;-.'."

insight into the dynamics of the pneumonia-malaria concurrent and co-

infection model in which pneumonia is promptly and accurately diagnosed

and treatment given in time. We have the model where {'1(1) == l/vlp(l) =

o given by

dSH(L)
dt

dIA/(t)
--

dt
dlp(t)

dt
dSv(t)
--

dt
d1v(t)

dt

',' ..

Av - /-LvSv(t) - >'vSv(t) (3.5.1)

>'vS,,(t) - /-Lv1v(t)
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Where

aclv(t)
NH(t)

j3J,.(t)
NH(t)
fJaIM(t)
NH(t)

AV

and the total population of humans and the vector are given by N,,( t) =

, ..'_,,,.SH(t) + IM(t) + Ip(t) and Nv = Sv(t) + Iv(t) respectively. hp is the rate

at which those pneumonia infectious persons get healed on receiving treat-

ment and join the susceptible.

The region drr = (SH(t),lM(t),lV(t),lp(t),Sv(t)) E IR~ is positively in-

variant and attracting and the solution starting in r/Yr approach: enter or

stay in c/YJ" Thus the dynamics of the model (3.5.1) is analyzed in ([Yr.

The DFE is given as

The basic reproduction number n..when there is accurate diagnosis

of pneumonia is determined by using the next generation approach. Thus

we have;

F=(: ;:c)
fJcT 0 0

and

37
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The eigenvalues of the matrix FV-1 are hp+fv+I-'H and ± J.<~A:c(~~::H+q)

Therefore the reproduction number R!f p which is the spectral radius of

matrix FV-1 is given by R!IP = max{RM1 Rp}. Where the reproduction

number of malaria

I:> ac2AvfJH d h ducti b f .l·M = 1,~I\V("M+I'H+'1) an t e repro uction num er 0 pneumonia

Consequently the reproduction number associated with pneumonia is

n+ B
·M T' .~ ,hp+Jp+PH'

The reproduction number R!f p measures the number of infections

generated by a single pneumonia infected individual during his or her in-

fectious period when introduced in a susceptible population.

W b h t R+ - {3 R - § {3Pv.,eo serve t a \1p - I +<1 + « AI P - <I + + + (<I + +)( + . ).. .p p PH P PH· P P I-'H P I-'H fAJOp

It can be noted that as p increases, the rate at which susceptible individ-

uals are infected with pneumonia also increases.

3.5.2 Global Stability of DFE

Theorem 3.5. The DFE [nO] of model 3.5.1 is globally asymptotically

stable (GAS) u;henever R!IP < 1 and unstable if R!1P > 1
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Proof. The proof is based on using comparison theorem [32]

The equation of the infected components in the model 3.5.1 can be

written as

( ~ 1 (I (t) 1 ( ac ° ° 1dI~:(t) = (F - V) [:(t) - (1 - ~:~~~) ° f3 °
dl~t(l) (vet) o-o ° °
Where F and V are as defined in section 3.3 and

Since S ::s; N V t :2:° in ¢T then

(

dIM(t) ) ( ( (t))It . M

dI~t(t) ::s; (F - \/) [pet)

dI~?) fv.(t)

From the fact that eigenvalues of the matrix F - V all have negative

real parts, it follows that the linearized differential inequality above is

stable whenever Rtf p < 1. Negative eigenvalues is an indication of the

disease being driven back to steady state. Consequently there is no more

infection and (1M(t),!p(t),lv(t)) --+ (0,0,0) as t --+ co. Substituting

hI(t) = lp(t) = [vet) = ° in the first equation of system (3.5.1) gives

Set) --+ SO as t --+ oo. Thus (S(t), lM(t), lp(t), lv(t)) --+ (s.o,o,O,O) as

t --+ (X) , where SO is the population of susceptible individuals at t = °
and hence DO is globally asymptotically stable if Rt p < 1. This is
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contrary to the case of misdiagnosis of pneumonia where the DFE is

globally asymptotically unstable and a backward bifurcation occcurs.

The above result shows that in the absence of misdiagnosis, pneumonia

will be eliminated if the threshold R!f p can be brought to a value less

than unity. o

3.5.3 Global stability of endemic equilibrium

In this section we study the global stability of the endemic equilibrium

of (3.5.1) using the Lyapunov second method also known as Lyapunov

direct method. We use the Lyapunov function L~(Xl' X2, X3, ... xn) =

I::~lC;(Xi - xi - Xi109:P to prove the global stability of the endemic

equilibrium E*(S'H(t), Ij,At); Ip(t), S\i(t); Iv(t)).

Theorem 3.6. If Ro > 1 then the unique endemic steady state E" of

3.5.1is Globally Asymptotically stable in the interior of ¢T.

. '.. ~
Define Lyapunov function

L; : (SH, hI, Ip, Sv, Iv) E dJT : SH, Iu, Ip, Sv, Iv> 0 ---+ lR

by

L~ : (SH(t), IM(t), Ip(t), Sv(t), Iv(t)) = >'v(SH-S'H-S'H1og¥)+>'v(IM-
H

lA/ - IXt1og7¥-) + AV(Ip - Ip - Iplogyn + AM(SV - Sv'- Svlog~n +
M P V

. }.u(lv - 'v - 'v[oyff)
v

L; is CIon the interior of </>T, E* is the global minimum of Le on ¢T

and L, : (S'H,!M,!P,SV,!\i) = O. The time derivative of L, computed
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along the solution of system (3.5.1) is

& = A (1 - ~)~ + A (1 - !M)<!!..M. + A (1 - !i.)~ + A (1-
dt v 5 If dt V I.u dt vip dt .'vI

~)~ + AM(1- !l.)~
Sv ..It. Tv "I.

dL 5" I"'=it = Av(l - ,?-)(AH - (AM + Ap + J1.H)SH + qlM) + Av(l- fL)(AMSH-
If .\f

I'(8M + J1.H+ q)IAt)) + Av(1-7;)(ApSH - (hp + 81' + J1.H)I1')) + AM(l -
S' t:~)(Av - (J1.'v'+ AV)Sv)) + A1I1(1- .:.lC)(AvSv - J1.VIV).sv Iv.

Using AH = (AM + Ap + /I.H)S'H + qlMI Av = (jl.V + AV)S'V to rewrite , ..'''.'.

this, we get

AV(TP1~Tpl(/\PSH - (hp + 8p + /-LH)Ip) is negative since due to cor-

rect diagnosis hp -+ 00 as Ap -+ O. Which is the same case with

(lM-I'l( I ) fAV . IM.\1 A'vIS" - rl Af , as q -+ 00 due to the availability 0 anti-

malaria AM -+ O. ~ is less or equal to zero, with equality only if

SH = SiI, 1M = 1Af, Ip = lp, Sv = s; and Iv = Iv. Hence the

largest compact invariant set in (SJII 1M, 11" Sv I Iv) E cPT : '1fff = 0 is

.' . 'only E·, where E* is the endemic equilibrium point. This implies that

by the asymptotic stability theorem [35], the endemic steady state E" is

globally asymptotically stable in the interior of cPT which proves theorem

3.6.
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3.6 Numerical simulations

In this section we use numerical simulation in order to give graphical

projection of the results of the model 3.2.4. Some of the parameters were

obtained from literature, some were assumed or made varying for realistic

simulation results. The simulations are done with varying initial condi-

tions. The parameter values used are in Table2.
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Table 2: Parameter Values
Parameter Description Symbol Value Source

Human recruitment rate '\H 8.748 x 10-3 day " [9]

Mosquito recruitment rate Av 0.071 day-l [33J

Human natural mortality rate II,H 2.740 x 10-3 day-l [9]

Mosquito natural mortality rate j),v 0.1429day-l [8]

Transmission probability a 0.5day-l [8]

for malaria in humans \ ..•..•.•..» ..

Biting rate of mosquito c 0.125 day-l Assumed

Transmission probability ,,'} \f arioblc day 1 Variable

for malaria in mosquitoes

Pneumonia contact rate f3 \f ariable day-l Variable

0.08 day-l
..... "

Rate of misdiagnosis p Estimate

Malaria induced death rate OM 4.49312 X 10-4 day-l [33]

Pneumonia induced death rate Op 78335 x 10-4 day-l [66]

Pneumonia and malaria OMP 9.6445 x 10-4 day-l

induced death rate

Recovery rate from malaria q 0,00655 day-l Assumed

Modification parameters w,a,7r 0.00021,0.00025,0.007 Assumed

Modification parameters ta.I), 1.00005,0.05,0.8883 Assumed
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Figure 3.6.1: misdiagnosing pneumonia as malaria sharply increases the

population of pneumonia infectives, which only stablizes at high level of

infection, and the susceptible decrease
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Figure 3.6.2: Simulation showing the effect of misdiagnosing pneumonia

as malaria. Despite the overuse of anti-malaria, malaria persists and rises

with rise in rate of misdiagnosis
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Figure 3.6.3: Simulations of model 3.2.4 with increasing levels of misdi-

agnosis to show the effect of increasing misdiagnosis on pneumonia trans-

mission, with p = 0.000, p = 0.080, P = 1.080, P = 2.080

It is evident that increasing rates of misdiagnosis of pneumonia result

into increased pneumonia infection. At no misdiagnosis, p = 0, the pneu-

monia infection decreases towards zero. But once there is misdiagnosis

pneumonia infection incredibly increases
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Figure 3.6.4: Simulations of malaria and pneumonia with increasing mis-

diagnosis, withp = 0.0800, p = 1.080, P = 2.080, P = 4.080

In the presence of pneumonia malaria persists despite malaria treatment.

And since misdiagnosis of pneumonia leads to increased pneumonia trans-

mission, malaria transmission equally rises as is evident from figure 'a' to

'd'.
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Figure 3.6.5: Simulation of model 3.2.4 showing the plots of the dynamical

evolution of pneumonia in the different classes against time

. In the susceptibles pneumonia reduces to zero infection, in the initially

infected, pneumonia infection rises then decreases overtime. when there is
.' ;''-r ." ~

in pneumonia.

pneumonia misdiagnosis and co-infection, there is an exponential increase
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Figure 3.6.6: Simulation of model 3.2.4 comparing Pneumonia and

malaria in the presence of increasing misdiagnosis of pneumonia

The diagram depicts.that misdiagnosis of pneumonia concomitantly leads

to increasing levels of malaria.
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Figure 3.6.7: This is a simulation showing the effect of varying the pneu-

monia contact rate (3: A higher contact rate greatly increases pneumonia

infectives, and the more the misdiagnosis, the higher the rate of contact
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3.7 SUMMARY

In many health facilities especially peripheral health centers, a diagnosis

of malaria is based solely on clinical features such as fevers [38]. Al-

though the approach may reduce morbidity, many infectious diseases

mimic malaria and this strategy leads to high rates of over-diagnosis and

over-treatment of malaria with consequent under-diagnosis of other fever

causing disorders such as pneumonia and typhoid. Pneumonia accounts

for extensive personal suffering and death which has been elevated more

by the high prevalence of HIV that renders the body weak and is eas-

ily attacked by pneumonia causing bacteria. The recent commissioned

pneumonia vaccine may not benefit the majority of Kenyans due to its
" ..
exorbitant cost and no equipment for its delivery and storage in the more

easily accessible health centers. This translates to increased susceptibil-

ity to pneumonia. And since pneumonia is highly infectious and fatal,

which is elevated by the nature of our habitat(highly dusty and never
. '.~..,

disinfected), many more lives continue to 'be lost particularly due to it

being misdiagnosed as malaria. Yet the pneumonia treating drugs are

quite allordable.

The work has addressed the co-dynamics between malaria and pneu-

monia using deterministic mathematical model which incorporatesTlie

intricate issue of misdiagnosing pneumonia as malaria. An important epi-

demic threshold parameter Ro: the basic reproduction number which in-

dicatcs the population level impact of an infectious disease clsu...;sifiesthe

long term progression of the disease. When Ro < 1 and when Ro > 1,
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the DFE is stable and unstable respectively.

From the results of subsection 3.3.2 there is evidence that the basic repro-

duction number being less than unit RAt p < 1 alone does not guarantee

the global dynamics of the disease transmission. The global stability of

the DFE steady state does not hold due to the model undergoing back-

ward bifurcation. A backward bifurcation occurs when the delayed effect

for treatment is strong. Therefore driving RJtf p value below one is not

enough to eradicate the disease.

When pneumonia is not diagnosed the infected continue to mingle

with the susceptible and continue infecting them. Worse still the concen-

tration of the bacteria in the pneumonia infected persons rises and this

makes the misdiagnosed persons even more infectious, infecting a large

number of people. The increased frequency of cough easily contaminates

the environment thus infecting many more people as seen in figure 3.6.2.

Those admitted with misdiagnosed pneumonia are even a greater risk

because they are put together with other sick people who .have a weak.. , •.,

immune response and are highly predisposed to pneumonia infection. If

pneumonia develops in people who are already hospitalized for other con-

ditions death rates can be much higher. Hospital acquired pneumonia is

particularly difficult to identify in the hospitalized patients because many

already have similar symptoms including fever or signs of lung infection

which makes it more difficult for the health care worker to guess that

there is another new infection [66J. Incidences of hospital pneumonia are

much greater and fatal.
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The backward bifurcation in a disease model has important qualita-

tive implications. Small changes in certain parameters can produce large

changes in equilibrium behaviour. In backward bifurcation when the RM P

just gets greater than one the disease can invade to relatively high en-

demic level. In HM P the most sensitive parameter after an individual has

got into contact with pneumonia is the rate of misdiagnosis p, increasing

or decreasing p also increases or decreases RMP. Despite extensive use

of anti-malarials, the presence of pneumonia enhances the existence of

malaria. The compromised immunity of the pneumonia infectives makes

them easy to be infe~ted as seen in figure 3.6.3 and figure 3.6.4. Also

pneumonia induced increase in susceptibility Tomalaria infection signifi-

cantly increases the number of new cases of the dual malaria pneumonia

co-infection. A double infection with malaria worsens the condition and

makes the individual even more infectious with malaria and pneumonia.

Comparing the reproduction number RMP = ap+;H+p + (ap+I'-H-::)t~H+oap)

with the one where there is accurate diagnosis, »u-. the time an indi-

vidual takes with pneumonia ap+~H+p + (tlp+PH+~~I'-H+Otlp) has increased

thus raising the probability of infecting more people, consequently in-

creasing tJ the effective contact rate with pneumonia infectious person,

which continues to increase RAf,., and causes pneumonia to reach high

endemic level.

Pneumonia can evolve rapidly and become severe even in previously

fit people. And mortality becomes high despite availability of effective

antibiotics. A slight increase in f3, (figure ~_6_7),which is occasioned
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by the increase of p increases RMp to a value greater than unity, and

consequently pneumonia rises to high endemic levels. And since there is

a high percentage of misdiagnosing pneumonia as malaria, the level of

pneumonia infection rises, and also the longer one stays with pneumonia

the more infectious one becomes. And because of no treatment (ip and

OAfl) increase compounded by the fact that pneumonia is a fast killer.

A major conclusion from our' study is that if there is accurate diagnosis

of the disease then all the diseases can be reduced if the basic reproduction

number is reduced below unity. If there is any degree of misdiagnosis then
, ... ,".

RM P < 1 alone is not sufficient for the diseases to be eliminated since there

are high chances of backward bifurcation occurring.

;, ....
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Chapter 4

A model for Misdiagnosis of

Typhoid as Malaria
. '" "

4.1 Introduction

In endemic areas most cases of malaria are diagnosed on clinical grounds

without laboratory confirmation of parasitaemia The diagnosis is based

on the presence of fever, or history of fever. Since fever is a symptom of

many illnesses, many people treated for malaria are not actually infected

with malaria parasites. There are always delays in establishing the correct

diagnosis as a result of the clinical status, accounting to high morbidity

and mortality due to typhoid. further more, a large proportion of typhoid

fever infection take the form of carriers. These are those people who are

infected but do not show any signs of infection, but are equally infectious

as the symptomatic infectives. Because of delays in treating typhoid, it

is a major killer in this combination.
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4.2 Model Description and Formulation

The total human population NH(t) is sub-divided into compartments,

namely susceptible SH(t), those infectious with malaria IM(t), individuals

with symptoms of typhoid but have not misdiagnosed Ir(t), those dually

infected with symptomatic malaria and Typhoid IMT(t), those infected

with typhoid but are misdiagnosed for malaria Id(t), and carriers of the

typhoid bacteria who do not show the typhoid symptoms JC(t) [64]. For

the vector, Sv represent the susceptible and Iv are the infectious class.

The susceptible humans and mosquitoes are recruited into their popula-

tions at the rates of AH and Av respectively. NH(i) = '(·,'H(I.) + IAf(l)

+ h/T(t) + J.r(t) + JC(t)+ Jd(t) is the total human population, while

Nv(t) = Sv(t) + Iv(t) represent the total vector population, at time t.

Susceptible humans acquire malaria infection at the rate of AM and ty-

phoid at the rate of AT, while mosquitoes become infectious with malaria

at the rate AV' q is the rate of human recovery into the susceptible from

being .infectious with malaria. Our model excludes partial immunity. All

individual humans and mosquitoes in different human and vector sub-

,'\f(1

groups suffer natural death rates of f.lH and f.lv respectively. Individuals

in classes fr(t) and IMT(t) can have their typhoid status misdiagnosed as

malaria and progress to Jd(t) class at the rate of p and ( correspondingly.

Typhoid infected individuals who have been misdiagnosed develop a much

weaker immunity due to the rise in bacteria concentration thus can easily

get malaria infection at the rate of ~/AM, where ~I is the modification pa-

rarneter accounting for increased rate of malaria infection. < accounts for
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the people who become carriers on infection [64] and 9 accounts for the

the individuals who get typhoid infection, are misdiagnosed and as the

body fights the bacteria: the bacteria hides in the gallbladder [64]. These

people also become carriers and keep shedding the bacteria for years, un-

less they get accurately diagnosed and treated. Otherwise these people

can cause high endemic disease levels or even epidemic situations [11]. L

is the rate at which those who happen to be treated rejoin the susceptible

individuals. Individuals in the hf{l) and Ir{l) classes suffer disease in-

duced deaths at the rates fJM and fJT respectively. However those in [d(t)

class suffer disease induced death at rate 'W(ST, where JJ accounts for in-
.... ,-.

creased mortality due to prolonged time taken without the right diagnosis

and treatment. Individuals in IMT( t) class suffer disease induced death

at the rate ()iJMT where ()accounts for accelerated deaths due to immune-

suppression by the untreated typhoid and the newly acquired malaria in

dual infection. Susceptible humans acquire malaria at a rate

(4.2.1)

where a is the transmission probability per bite and b is the biting

rate of mosquito. The rate of infection of susceptibles with typhoid is

). ,_ /3(Ir(t) + l}Jd(t) + aJMT(t) + aJC(t))
7 - NH(t) (4.2.2)

Where If is the effective transmission rate of typhoid on contact and 1/: (T

and a account for increased infection by a misdiagnosed, dually infected
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individual, and a carrier respectively. The rate of infection of susceptible

mosquito by infected human is given as

(4.2.3)

K, is the transmission probability for mosquito infection and b is the biting

rate of mosquito, t: is the modification parameter accounting for increased

likelihood of infection of vectors by people in hfT(t.) class. We assume no

simultaneous infection. With the above definitions and assumptions, we

have the following model

d"';H(l)
<it

dTMU)
dt

dlT(L)
dt

dJd(t)
dt

dhfT(t)
dt

dJc(t)
dt

dSv(t)
di

dJv(i)
dt

AMSH(t) - qhf(t) - ilMh,f(t) - J1Hhf(t)

ATSH(t.) - (J/T(t) - [,fT(t) - 6rTT(t) -fiH/r(t)

(JJT(t) + UMT(t.) - -yAM ,d(t) - 'WilTJd(t) - gJd - J11lJd(t)

(4.2.4)

= 'A"VSv(t) - J1v1v(t)
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4.3 Analysis of the Model

Since the model monitors living populations, all the state variables and

parameters are assumed to be non-negative, 'It ~ 0. This shows that the

biologically feasible region

is positively-invariant domain, and thus the model system (4.2.4) is

epidemiologically and Mathematically well posed.

4.3.1 Local stability of the disease-free equilibrium

The (DF E) of the Model (4.2.4) is given by"eo = (~, 0, 0, 0. 0, O,~, 0)
l'B • ILV

and the local behaviour of the model at or (near) the DFE is determined

based on an important quantity, the threshold parameter, the basic re-

production number ~ [12], which measures the average number of new

infections generated by a single infectious individual in a population of

completely susceptible individuals. The conditions under which the dis-

ease will prevail is determined by this parameter at DF E. In calculating

~ we use the next generation matrix method [15] and the matrices F

and V associated with the next generation method are as given below.
• ' ~""'r 0" ~
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0 0 0 0 0 ab

0 {3 {3T} {3a {30' 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
F=

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 {3( {3(T} {3(a {3(0' 0

K,bQ 0 0 KybQ 0 0

Tl 0 0 0 0 0

0 T2 0 0 0 0

0 -p T3 -E, 0 0
and V =

0 0 0 T4 0 0

0 0 -!J 0 JlH 0

0 0 0 0 0 Jlv

Where Tl = q + rlM + JIB, T2 = P + rlT + J.LH + L, T3 = 'CJrlT + J.LH + g,

14 =: (,'P,(NtJJt', +:P}j: 1'5 = {J ~ (p + (iT + IlH + 1.J, 'and (J = ~~te·
The eigenvalues of "the matrix FV-1 are 0,0,0, ± J ~ ,"B( +

/,V(<lM+f<H+q) /'H

B + BTje + erBpg The ,re-
nT+/l-H+t+!, (/lH+Q-t"c::n1)("T+/,n+t>+!,) /J.H(i'lI+o"T+g)(nT+/'-ll+t>+!,) ~

production number h~'Twhich is the spectral radius of matrix F\I 1 is

given by RMT = max{R~", RT}. Thus

Where

The reproduction number RMT is the average number of secondary

typhoid infections generated by a single infectious individual in the whole
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course of her Ibis infectious period, when introduced in a completely sus-

ceptible population [15].

The disease-free equilibrium FfJ of the model 4.2.4 is locally asymp-

totically stable (LAS) if RMT < 1 and unstable if RMT > 1. HAlT < 1

generally implies that the disease is eradicated.

4.3.2 Global stability analysis

We determine whether the population can attain global stability after
-.' misdiagnosis of typhoid as malaria using the approach by Castillo-Chavez

et al. [7]. We re-write the system 4.2.4

dX
dt
dZ
dt

F(X,Z),

G(X, Z), G(X, 0) = 0 (4.3.1)

Where X = (SH(t), Sv(t))E ~2 denotes the number of uninfected in-

dividuals and Z = (IM(t),lT(t),ld(t),'1MT(t),lC(t),J..,,(t)) E ~6 denotes

the number of infected individuals, including the typhoid bacteria carri-

ers. The disease-free equilibrium is denoted thus by EO = (X', 0)

Theorem 4.1.
.' ~··""r" ~

o ( " • AH AvE = X ,O)whereX = (-,-)
jJB IN

(4.3.2)

is a globally asymptotically stable equilibrium for this system if RMT <

1 (locally asymptotically stable) and if the following two conditions are
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satisfied .

• (J) ft =F(X,O),X' is globally asymptotically stable (GAS)

• (lJ) G(X, Z) = BZ - G(X, Z), G(X, Z) ~ Ofor(X, Z) E chM

where B = D"G(X', 0) is an M-matrix (the off-diagonal elements of B

are non-negative) and 9MT is the region where the model makes biological

sense. Castillo-Chavez et al ('ll

.... "

Proof. We consider

F(X, 0) = ( AH - J-lHSH )
Av -r- J-lVSv

and

G(X, Z) = BZ - G(X, Z)

where
.. . . '.~

-r1 0 0 0 0 ab

0 f3 - r2 fJ1] f3a- f3a 0

0 P -r3 ~ 0 0B=
0 0 0 -"("4 0 0

0 fJ( fJ(1] + g fJ(a- fJ(a - J111 0

K.b 0 0 K.by 0 -J-lv
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G(X:Z) =

and

G1(X, Z)

G2(X,Z)

G3(X,7,)

G4(X, Z)

G5(X,Z)

G6(X, Z)

ab1v(t)(1 - ~~~~)
{3(IT(t) + 1](Id(t)) + allofT(t) + (lJC(t))(l - ~~~~~)

"yAMld(t)

-~fAM Id(t)

",u(1M(l) + rr.lMT(L))(1 - Z~~~))

o

." "

We notice that G( X, 7,) < 0, the conditions in 1 and 11 are not satis-

fied, and hence EO may not be globally asymptotically stable. Backward

bifurcation occurs at RMT.:= 1.

assuming that there is no misdiagnosis and the typhoid cases are accu-

rately diagnosed and given appropriate treatment p = 0 then the system

4.2.4 is reduced as shown below

dSH(t)
dt

dhJ(t)
dt

dIT(t)
dt

dIC(t)
dt

dSv(t)
dt

d1v(t)
rlt

, .
-'''-IT+ qhr(t) + LIT(t) - AA.,SlI(t) - ATSlI(t) - (ATSlI(t) - /-LlISlI(t)

ATSH(t) - LJ.r(t) - oTh(t) - /-LHIT(t)

(ATSH(t) - /-LHIC(t) (4.3.3)
• I· ••• '.
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We see that when p = 0 the matrix GD(X, Z) the matrix without

misdiagnosis is given by

G1(X,Z)

G2(X,Z)

G3(X,7-)

G4(X, Z)

G5(X, Z)

G6(X, Z)

ab1v(t)(1- ~:~~)

(3(IT(t) + o-IMT(t) + aIC(t))(l - ~::~~~)

o
o

(3((IT(t) + aIMT(t) + aIC(t))(l - ~:~~~)

K,b(h,(t) + nhn'(t))(l - ~:~?))

G(XZ) =

In this case (GD(X,Z) > 0); this means there is global stability. Hence

we have the following theorem:

Theorem 4.2. In the event of accurate, ~iagnosis and prompt treatment,

the disease-free equilibrium is globally asymptotically stability.

4.4 Bifurcation analysis

to investigate the possibility of occurrence of backward bifurcation we use

the center manifold theorem in Castillo-Chavez [7, 6]. In order to apply

the theorem, we first redefine our model by making the following changes

of variables; SH(t) = XI,IM(t) = X2; fr(t) = x3,Id(t) = x4,IMT(t) =

:1:5, T(;(/.) = :1:6, ."'v(/.) = T7; Tv(/.) = ;(;8 and thus NH(l) = :1;1 +:1:2 +;(;3 +

X4 + X5 + X6 and Nv(t) = X7 + X8
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The forces of infection are thus

AT = fJ(X3 + 1JX4 + aX5 + frX6)

Xl + X2 + X3 + X4 + X5 + X6

1 .. ' .• ~.' •

. " ,-.

Theorem 4.3. Consider the following general system of ordinary differ-

eritial equations with a parameter Y

. ax ( 2)dt = f x, T), and fEe (JR." x R

Where 0 is an equilibrium point for system (4_1.4) for' all values of the

parameter Y, that is [(0, Y) == OVY and

1. A = Dxf(O,O) = (~~.(0,0)) is the linearization matrix of the system
J

around the equilibrium point 0 with Y evaluated at 0;
.' - '

2. Zero is a simple eigenvalue of A and all other eigenvalues of A have

neqatiue real parts;
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3. Matrix A has a right eigenvector wand a left eigenvector v corre-

sponding to the zero eigenvalue.

Let fk be the kth component of f and

r/ =

, then, the local dynamics of the system around the equilibriv.m. point 0 is

entirely determined by the sign of rl and l", and especially if Q* > 0 and

r > 0 then a backwar-d bifurcation occurs. Particularly when: .

1. t: > 0, Q" > 0, when PR < 0 with iPRi « I, (0,0) is locally asymp-

totically stable and there exists a positive unstable equilibrium; when

0< PB « I, (0,0) is unstable and there exists a neqattue and locally

asymptotimlly stable equilibrium.

2. 1* < 0, Q" < 0, when PB < 0 with iPBI « 1, (0,0) is unstable;

when 0 < PB « I, (0,0) isasymptotimlly stable and there erists a

positive unstable equilibrium.

3. t: > 0, rt < 0, when PB < 0 with iPBI « I, (0,0) is unstable, and

there exists a negative and locally asymptotically stable equilibrium;

when 0 < PM « I, (0,0) is stable and there exists a positive unstable

equilibrium.

4. t: < 0, g. > 0, when PI! changes from negative to positive, (0,0)
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changes its stability from stable to unstable. COTTes]Jondinglya neg-

ative equilibrium becomes positive and locally a.~ym]Jtotically stable.

To apply the Center Manifold approach we make the following vari-

able changes as mentioned earlier, let Sn (I) = :1:1, ft..r(l) = :1:2, IT(/,) =

X3,1d(t) = X4: h17,(t) = X5,IC(t) = X6, Sv(t) = X7,1V(t) = X8 and thus

NH(t) = Xl + X2 + X3 + X4 + X5 + X6 and NF(t) = X7 + X8' We can

therefore re-write the model system 4.1.4 in the form ~ = F(:I:) where

X = (XI,X2;X3,X4,X5,X6,X7,X8) and F = (II,h,iJ,i4:!5,i6,h,j"s) as

follows

dXl

dt
dX2

dt
dX3

dt
dX4

dt
dX5

dt
dX6

dt
d.1:7
dt

dX8

dt

abX8XI 7"6(( + 1)
II = AH + QX2 - - - J.LHXI + LX3

Xl + ...+ X6 Xl + ...+ X6

abX8Xl12= -(Q+Oltf+/11T)X2
Xl + ...+ X6

r f)(X3 + TJX4 + aX5 + aX6)XI (Jo: T)
. 3 = - P + (JT + JI·H + J T3

Xl + ...+ X6

'YQbX8X4
i4 = Pl;3 - - (r::JOT + J.LH + g)X4 + ~X5

Xl + ...+ X6

~(abX8X4
i5 = - (e + (jOMT + J.LH)X5 (4.4.1)

Xl + ...+ X6

.( (f)Xl(X3 + TJX4 + aX5 + aX6)
J6 = - J.LHX6 + gX4

Xl + ...+ X6

f A K,h(X2 + YX5)X7
7 = V - J.LVX7-

Xl + ...+ X6

1: Kb(X2 + YX5)X7
8 = - J.LVX8

Xl + ...+ X6
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From the Jacobian of the Model 4.4.1 which is derived by differentiating

Ii with respect to .1:; at disease free equilibrium as given below. i = 1...8

-PH q -11.1 -h2 -11,3 -11.
4 0 -a.iJ

0 -r1 0 0 0 0 0 ab

0 0 1'5 8"7 fJa fJa 0 0

0 0 P -r3 ~ 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 -1'4 0 0 0

0 0 fJ( fJ(1]+ 9 8(a h5 0 0

0 -K.bQ 0 0 0 0 -J.Lv 0

0 K.hQ 0 0 K.byQ 0 0 -J1·V

Where h1 = ,8(1 + 0 + L, h2 = ,8"7(1+ (), h3 = ,80-(1 + 0, h4 =

,8a(l + () and h5 = ,8(a - J.LH From which it can be shown that the basic

reproduction number [15] is

(4.4.2)

Taking P = PB as the bifurcation parameter, we can obtain a right

eigenvector for the Jacobian ofthe system given by w = (W11 W2, W3, W4; W5, W6, W7, W8Y'

MASENO UN,vERsr:-v'l
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\\There

hl1L'3 + h2W4 + h4W6 + obu»
WI =

/lH

W2 1L'2 > 0
-{'311'4

1113
P

PW3
W4

T3

W5 = 0

r5T3W4 + {3T)W4
W6 {3o:

KbQW2
W7 ----

/lv

KbQW2
Ws

/IF

VI 0

'V2 'U2 > 0

V3'
(fJo:( + 9 - /lH )V6

{3o:
{31]V3({3o:() ,

V4 - +1
T3h5

{3av3 + {3(av6 + eV4 + KbQvs
V5

T4

{3O:V3
V6 ---

.' ~'~"'r •. ' ~ h5

717 0

TIV2Vs KbQ
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(4.4.3)

d f 1* - ,\,n I .flL(0 0) tan rom - L..ki=l VkWinXinflB ' we ge

(4.4.4)

Since g* > 0 and r > 0 the following theorem holds

Theorem 4.4. If (/ and r satisfiJ the inequalities given in (4.3.4) and

(4.3.5) then, the model (4.2.4) undergoes a backwar-d bifur-cation that oc-

curs at RAfT = 1

The significance of this result is that although the initial state is 10-

cally asymptotically stable when HMT < 1 misdiagnosis of even a small

magnitude can,cause the endemic to explode into epidemic.
... . . '. ~. .

4.4.1 Sensitivity analysis and model simulations

Here the reproduction number RMT is analyzed to determine whether or

not the rate of misdiagnosis p, leads toTarge epidemics of typhoid and thus

it's control would lead lo effective control or even elimination of typhoid

fever. A distinctive feature of typhoid is the existence of a large num-

ber of asymptomatic carriers, and since carriers also shed bacteria and

infect others with active bacteria, we also determine the extent to which
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the rate of becoming carrier on infection ( and rate of becoming carrier

after misdiagnosis q affects the level of transmission of typhoid fever in

the community. And we also find out the effect of the rate of treatment

L in this environment of high likeliness of misdiagnosis. Equation 3.4.6

and the parameter values in table 3 are used to calculate the sensitivity

indices, the same values will be used for the model simulations. Table 3:

Parameter Values
Parameter Description Symbol Value Source

Human recruitment rate AH 8.748 x 10-3 day-l [9]

Mosquito recruitment rate A\· 0.071 day "! [33]

Human natural mortality rate JiH 2.740 x 10-3 day-l [9]

Mosquito natural mortality rate Ily 0.1429 day-l [8J

Transmission probability a 0.5 day-l [8J

for malaria in humans

Biting rate of mosquito 1) 0.125 day-l Assumed

Transmission probability K, Variable day " Variable

for malaria in mosquitoes .

Typhoid contact rate
.. ..~.-

f3 11ariable day-l Variable

Rate of misdiagnosis p 0.08 day-l Estimate

Rate of becoming carrier 9, ( 0.1,0.1 day-l Estimates

Malaria induced death rate OM 4.49312 x 10-4 day-l [33J

Typhoid induced death rate Or 5.479 x 10-4 day-l [66J
··;· •.•..' •.··l

Recovery rate from typhoid L 0,00075 day-l Assumed

Recovery rate from malaria q 0,00655 day" 1 Assumed

Modification parameters n.o ;« 0.09,10001,10007 Assumed

Modification parameters f;:), e, ~f 10005,1000,0.8 Assumed
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The sensitivity indices of RMT to the parameters p, 9, ( and L are

given in Table 4

Table 4: Sensitivity indices

parameters value sensitivity index

p 0.08, day-l 0.7914

L 0.00075, day-l -2.709 x 10-2

g 0.1, day"" 0.6351. ".,'.

( 0.1 day 1 0.4945

The most sensitive parameter is the rate of misdiagnosis p. The high

sensitivity is mainly due to the high concentration of the bacteria that

accumulates as a result of the long time taken with the bacteria due to

misdiagnosis thus a carrier easilysheds off a lot of bacteria.. Other im-

portant parameters are the rates of becoming' c~;riers on misdiagnosis 9

and on infection (, more so, 9 which is the rate of becoming carrier after

misdiagnosis is more sensitive parameter. Due to the high level of misdi-

agnosis, the rate of recovery L from typhoid has very little effect on R.'vfT'

This is a clear indication that carriers cause high incidences of typhoid
.' ,"''''r ," ~

infection in the community. A carrier easily sheds off a lot of bacteria.

This situation is made worse by the fact that the carriers are not aware

of the fact that they are infectious [66]. It has been noted that the ul-

timate source of salmonella-typhi in most cases is the asymptomatic or
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recently symptomatic carriers [59]. The carriers are able to infect others

with acute bacteria. Worse still the likelihood of becoming a carrier in-

creases with age, and more women than men become carriers [66]. More

woman than men handle and prepare food, and more women than men

live in rural areas where there are no affordable programs to assure safe

water and good sanitation, the consequences are that a very big number

of people get infected by the carriers.

In this section we simulate our model using the estimations of the
, ..• ,"

model parameters as described and defined in table 3 above

4.5 Summary

The DFE is stable if RUT < 1 and unstable if RUT> 1, but it is shown

that in the presence of misdiagnosis it is not possible to eradicatemalaria

and typhoid despite RUT < 1. In the event of the absence of misdiagnosis

(p = 0), RMT = max{R~, mfT} =rnax{ Jf.'V~H+q); 1:+ (CT+:H+L)·

It is noted that mlT « RMT which implies that the right diagnosis

can greatly reduce the burden of typhoid feverjl l]. HMT is also greatly

dependent on ( and g, the probabilities of becoming a typhoid bacteria
.' ,,' -\" ." ~

carrier. In the situation of the right diagnosis 9 is greatly reduced and

consequently TC'(I.) is reduced [21]. In the absence of carriers Tri.1~' =

(tiT+:H+L) «RMT. In the event of no misdiagnosis at all, which may
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Figure 4.4.1: Simulation of model 4.2.4 with rho = 0.25, 0.4, 0.8 and 9 =
0.25, 0.4, 0.8

comparing rate of transmission in the presence of misdiagnosis and when

there are carriers.

not be practical in real life situation, IlMT = (OT+:H+L)' We observe that

RMT ---+ 0 since L ---+ 00 and f3 ---+ 0, a situation of no typhoid in the

population. The two reproduction numbers are the same, which is an

indication that both misdiagnosis and carriers increase transmission of

typhoid equally.

From the numerical simulations we observe that misdiagnosis of ty-

phoid as malaria increases the transmission of typhoid fever by increasing
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carriers on the typhoid infection transmission. As 9 increases: typhoid

infection greatly increases.
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the rate of contact with salmonella typhi and the number of typhoid bac-

teria carrier. Carriers are a group of people who in our setup, we are not

able to associate them with typhoid bacteria and this greatly increases

their chances of spreading the bacteria. Untreated typhoid kills 20 per-

cent of those it infects and many who survive become carriers for life e.g.

typhoid Mary who infected several people with typhoid before it was dis-

covered that she was a carrier [59]. This explains why increase in carriers

increases the population of those with typhoid as seen in figure 14.1. Car-

riers cause the greatest number of infection especially in the rural setup

where there are poor sanitation systems and people use largely untreated

water from wells and ponds .

• ' ,,~"'r ••..s ,
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Chapter 5

Research study

A study was carried out to try and corroborate the ideas with the real

practiced situation and the research was done as explained below.

5.1 Study design:

The health care delivery system in Kenya includes a national referral hos-

pital, provincial and district hospitals as well as health centers, which

are graded according to the administrative zones and the services pro-

vided.There are also privately owned health institutions. National, provin-

cial and district hospitals provide both out and in-patient services, while

health centers mainly provide out•..patient services. Our study adopted de-

scriptive survey where data was collected from carefully selected sample

group of a total population in order to establish the eflect of misdiagno-

sis. This involves simple random sampling of the target population and

getting the required information. Purposive sampling was used to select
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Nyanza Provincial hospital and a health center that is at leased equipped

with a malaria diagnosing equipment. Random selection was used in se-

lecting the district hospital. The district hospital serves both the rural

and the urban folks, and the health centers serve mainly the rural poor.

Patients data was analyzed horn the patients files from the patients record

office for the retrospective study. For the prospective study the data was

analyzed from the medical wards for the ongoing treatment and from the

outpatient books for the outpatients.

study population: A total of 240 patients were recruited on a con-

tinuous process. Thirty from the adult medical wards, thirty from the

paediatric ward and thirty from the outpatient from both the district

and the provincial hospitals. sixty patients were also recruited from the

health center. Thirty patients data was retrospectively analyzed from the

patient files from the records office. All the recruited patients initially

presented with malaria sy.'nptoms. The data collected includes:

1. Date of reporting.

2. Results of the initial test done

3. Medication administered.

4. The response to treatment.

5. If no response to treatment, results of second test done

6. Medication administered
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7. Response to new treatment

8. Hospital discharged and discharge date on cure or death

9. If death, what is the cause of death

,~ ."

The data collected (prospectively and retrospectively) was analyzed de-

scriptively. The data was coded, tallies made and frequencies determined

for each factor and generalized for the rest of the study population. The

outpatients were asked to come back for review after three days on two

occasions, unless the situation became bad then they could seek medical

attention at any time.

5.2 Results of the collected data:

The results were as given in the tables below

Table 5: Initial treatment in all the hospitals

.. ~··"'r ." "
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Hospital Russia District Health centre

Malaria +ve 42 38

Malaria -ve 30 30

No test done 18 22 60

Given anti-malaria 78 80 56

Antibiotics+ malaria 9 7 4

Antibiotics alone 3 3 0

Healed from anti-malaria 33 32 28

Healed from antibiotics 2 2 0

Healed from anti(bio+malaria) 9 7 4

From the analysis of the data we observe that in the provincial and districy

hospital where malaria tests were done; anti-malaria drugs were adminis-

tered even to those who tested malaria negative. In the provincial hospital

(Russia), it is shown that only 48.7% tested malaria positive but 86.7%

were given anti-malarials, which means that about 40% of the patients

were misdiagnosed and mistreated with anti-malaria 'drugs. In the dis-

trict hospital 42.2% were declared malaria positive but the anti-malaria

medicine was given to 88.9%, and this implies that about 46.7% were

misdiagnosed and wrongly given anti-malaria drugs. In the health centre,

no test is done to those who have symptoms similar to those of malaria,

93.3% got malaria treatment and only 6.7% patients who had some other

symptoms that pointed towards pneumonia or typhoid were given antibi-

otics but still with anti-malaria.

Table 6: Second treatment procedure
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Hospital Russia District Health centre

Not healed first time 46 47 28

Malaria +ve 10 17 5

Malaria -ve 36 30 23

pneumonia +ve 14 9 7

typhoid +ve 12 113 6

Malaria+ pneu / typhoid 10 9 10

Given anti-malaria 18 21 13

Antibiotics+malaria 18 21 7

Antibiotics alone 10 7 8

Healed from anti-malaria 7 9 4

Healed from antibiotics 8 10 6

Healed from antifbio-j-malaria) 16 17 7

Our analysis shows that in the provincial hospital 21.7% tested malaria

positive but 39.1% were given anti-malaria. Most of them were advised

to buy a stronger anti-malaria Limn LLe one they used ill Lhe Iirst Lreay..: .

ment. Many of those who were pneumonia or typhoid positive were given

antibiotic but still with anti-malaria. During the second treatment those

who got healed after taking anti-malaria alone in Russia, District and

the health centre were 15.2%,19.1% and 14.3% respectively and these are

very low healing rates. While those who healed after taking antibiotics

(antibiotic + anti-malaria inclusive) in the three hospitals were 52.2%,

57.4% and 60.7% respectively. The percentage of the malaria negative

patients who healed after taking antibiotics in the three hospitals were
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66.7%,90% and 56.5%.

This analysis reaffirms that there is over treatment with anti-malarials,

such that even those who test malaria negative are still given anti-malarials.

Yet from the good response by those who tested malaria negative to an-

tibiotics on second treatment, we can conclude that had the antibiotic

treatment been given in the first treatment, then more people would have

got well without suffering for a long time and fewer lives would have been

lost.

. '" ,'.
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Chapter 6

Discussion, Conclusion,

Recommendation

6.1 Discussion

Deterministic Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE) based compartrnen-

tal model for malaria-pneumonia and that for malaria-typhoid that incor-

porates misdiagnosis of pneumonia and typhoid respectively have been

presented and analyzed. The results show that both models have no

globally stable DFE despite their associated reproduction numbers being

less than unity due to the possible occurrence of backward bifurcation at

JiM P = 1 and I?MT = 1. Locally stable endemic equilibrium is supposed

to exist when Ro > 1 but it has been shown using Center Manifold theory

[7]that the two models, malaria-pneumonia and malaria-typhoid undergo

the phenomena of backward bifurcation thus local asymptomatic stabil-

ity of the the endemic equilibrium does not exist. However the model for

prompt accurate diagnosis of pneumonia exhibits local and global stabil-
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ity for the DFE and even the endemic state is globally asymptotically

stable as proved by the Lyapunov direct method [35] in section 3.4.3.

We evaluated the sensitivity indices with respect to the model parameters

of the reproductive numbers. The indices help in determining the relative

unportaucc of different parameters in malaria-pucumouia aud malaria-

typhoid transmission. The results of the sensitivity analysis show that

the rate of misdiagnosis p is the most sensitive parameter in terms of the

disease transmission in both models, followedby the rate of increase in the

number of carriers for the malaria-typhoid model. These results suggests

that the prompt accurate diagnosis of pneumonia and typhoid' infected

individuals can be used as an intervention strategy to deter the spread

of pneumonia or typhoid and even malaria. Treatment of the disease is

most effective when started early in the disease. A more accurate diagno-

sis is possible when a complete history can be taken early in the disease

process: better still when the patient is still able to answer questions and

recall the order of the symptoms. Obtaining accurate diagnosis becomes

quite difficult once the disease progresses and other infections come in.

As has been earlier shown in section 3.4 prompt and accurate diagnosis

of pneumonia elicits asymptotic stability of DFE: global stability and en-

demic equilibrium stability. Treating pneumonia or typhoid promptly

leaves the body immunity still strong enough to defend itself against

any malaria infection thus lowering occurrences of malaria-pneumonia

or malaria-typhoid double infection. Numerical simulation results sug-

gest that any amount of misdiagnosis results in a rise of pneumonia or

typhoid transmission: therefore increase in rate of misdiagnosis means in-
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crease in the number of those infected with pneumonia and typhoid. The

misdiagnosed persons accumulate more bacteria and go ahead to infect

more people.

We expected malaria to be eradicated due to overuse of anti-malaria

drugs, but as shown in figures 3.6.4 and 4.4.5 malaria is not only present,

but there is increase in its transmission. We can therefore conclude that

although the provision of anti-malarials is a bright idea to curtailing

malaria, it is not enough. Pneumonia and the typhoid enhance malaria in-

fection by weakening the immune system and inspite of over-treatment of

malaria, malaria persists and the number of new cases of malaria increases

exponentially with increased rate of pneumonia and typhoid misdiagno-

sis. The impaired immunity also leaves patients vulnerable to serious

life-threatening pneumonia and typhoid known as opportunistic infection

which are caused by organisms such as pneumocytis jiroveci and can-

dida albicans which would otherwise be harmless to people with healthy

immune system, When the pneumonia bacteria reach the lungs or the ty-

phoid bacteria reach the intestines the immune system sends many cells

to attack the germs, but because of malnutrition due to lack of appetite,

the body is not able to manufacture enough of the protective cells to

replace the used ones and with no treatment less and less of these cells

are produced and the immune system gets weaker making it increasingly

easier to be infected by malaria parasites, and in some cases by another

pneumonia or typhoid parasite. Thus the dually-infected cases shoot up.

A co-infected individual is highly likely to infect another person with

both diseases further increasing the number of the dually infected per-
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SOllS. They are also capable of infecting two different individuals each

with either disease and therefore raising the level of the two diseases in

the community. The two diseases continue co-existing, with malaria lev-

els even bypassing the levels of pneumonia or typhoid at high rates of

uusdiagnosis, as call be observed ill figure 3.6.6.

In many health facilities a diagnosis of malaria is based solely on clinical

features such as fevers and joint pains [38]. Although the approach may

reduce morbidity, many infectious diseases mimic malaria and this strat-

egy leads to high rates of over-diagnosis and over-treatment of malaria

with consequent under-diagnosis of fever causing disorders such as pneu-

monia and typhoid leading to prolonged and more infectious illness due

to the disease becoming more severe. Many of our health facilities lack

trained human resource and diagnostic equipment which contributes ad-

versely to inaccurate diagnosis. And as has been observed in the results

of the research, even those who are diagnosed with negative malaria are

still treated for malaria.

6.2 Conclusion

Treating all fevers as malaria masks underlying potential fatal conditions.

Individli;;]~''wrongly diagnosed with malaria are exposed to unnecessary

side effects and the true cause of the fever is not treated leading to suffer-

ing and worsening illness. Health facilities are therefore overburdened by

incurable diseases. Over-treatment also causes drug resistance, wastage of
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drugs and increased costs of treating malaria. The effect of misdiagnosis

falls most heavily on the poor who are least able to withstand prolonged

ill health and cannot subsequently afford expensive drugs. Such misdiag-

nosis thus contributes to vicious cycle of ill-health and deepened poverty.

People therefore lose faith in health services and opt for traditional heal-

ers and herbal drugs which is a threat to the liver and other organs of

the body. Loss of earnings increase due to the expenses on more consul-

tations, drugs, healers, and transport. Continuous sickness results into

loss of jobs leading to inability to sustain family and educate the children

and hence reduced economic growth to the nation. There are high losses

of agricultural manpower especially in the rural areas leading to low food

production which leads to a malnourished community that is vulnera-

ble to disease infection. Deficiency in pneumonia typhoid diagnosis also

makes health facilities data unreliable for monitory trends in pneumonia,

typhoid, and malaria morbidity and spread

We are therefore right to say that as much as there is over-treatment of

". malaria, because of existence of pneumonia and typhoid, malaria cannot

be eliminated or even reduced to low endemic levels. No wonder malaria

and pneumonia still accounts for 40% of deaths worldwide. Most of these

deaths are in developing countries like Kenya.

We can conclude that..misdiagnosis continues to hinder the control of

malaria, pneumonia and typhoid in Kenya. This is due to a combi-

nation of factors; non-specific presentation of the disease, high preva-

lence asymptomatic infections, lack of resources and insufficient access to

trained health care providers and health facilities and widespread practice
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of self treatment for clinically suspected malaria. We can also conclude

that accurate diagnosis and treatment of typhoid and pneumonia results

in decreased malaria transmission as the weak immune response caused

by pneumonia and typhoid enables ease of malaria infection. Misdiagnosis

has become so common in the kcnyan hospitals that figures put together

by medical layers and independent pathologists [Nation newspaper May

11th 2013] show that three out of ten patients that walk into a hospital

get the wrong diagnosis. Deficiency in pneumonia and typhoid diagnosis

makes health facilities data unreliable for monitory trends in pneuma-

nia, typhoid and even malaria morbidity and fatality and for evaluating

the impact of intervention of these diseases.Therefore accurate diagnosis

should top priority to curtail the suffering of the patient and the high

transmission levels.

6.3 Recommendation...... -

Malaria is a disease that presents with symptoms that are confused with

those of pneumonia and typhoid. The accurate diagnosis is made by

finding the symptoms and doing accurate laboratory diagnosis as per the

guidelines of diagnosis i.e. doing bloc)ci'~lide for microscopy four times

within twenty hours. Simultaneously the health care provider must be

cognisant that pneumonia and typhoid present like malaria. The patient

uiust be examined ill details to identify the symptoms and sigus specific
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for pneumonia and typhoid.

Specific laboratory tests which are sensitive to pueurnouia awl typhoid

must be done. These include chest X-ray, blood and sputum tests for

pneumonia and stool and blood tests specific for typhoid. The health

care providers should be adequately trained to accurately diagnose pneu-

monia and typhoid using the current diagnostic methods. In malaria,

pneumonia and typhoid endemic areas, the health care worker should be

equipped with adequate knowledge in diagnosis to discern each of the

diseases accurately.

Misdiagnosis can be reduced by informing clinicians of the extent of their

own errors and urging them to personally take steps to reduce their own

errors [2]. Medical practitioners should always use the systems designed

to aid their diagnostic decision making. clinicians have under utilized

decision support systems [2] hence misdiagnosis rates remain high. The

government should try and equip the health centers, which are the facili-

ties that are easily available to the poor, with simple effective diagnostic

equipment.

Immunization is one of the most effective medical interventions and there

should be routine vaccinations of the high risk population like the children

under six and the elderly in the case of pneumonia. Vaccination against

pneumonia and typhoid can be encouraged by the healt.lvn,inistry making

the vaccine affordable and accessible to the poor since they are the ones

who account for the biggest burden of pneumonia and typhoid. This will

lower the infection and reduce the transmission.
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6.3.1 Future work

There are several ways by which this study could be improved. These in-

clude long time efforts through vaccines, prophylactic drugs to the most

vulnerable groups as well as environmental and social aspects. The en-

vironment / social is an aspect of the infectious diseases that has received

relatively little attention yet our environmental set up accelerates a lot

of pathogen traffic and should be given prominence in infectious disease

models. For a long time there has been over emphasis in public awareness

. - . '.
on malaria treatment and prevention and not on pneumonia .and typhoid

both of which are as fatal as malaria if not diagnosed in time. The manner

in which the advertisement for anti-malarials is done in both' print and
(

electronic media is inappropriate. This is because they encourage people

to take anti-malarials when they have the symptoms. unfortunately these

symptoms are also shared by pneumonia and typhoid. There is urgent

need to enlighten people on the dangers of pneumonia and typhoid also.

For public health interest there should be mereclarity and emphasis ou

seeing the health care worker immediately the symptoms appear and not

"When symptoms persist".

.' . ''-, " ~
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